
Note: Each workshop needs to establish costs for this phase and ensure the customer is aware of this cost before starting.

Diagnostic process checklist

 STEP 4:

  Research time 
  Network to research vehicle issues. Sources may include the TaT’s a fact 

library, TaT assist, Autodata, VACC Our Auto, specialist suppliers, industry 
forums and other network connections.

  Research diagnostic trouble codes and identify frequent codes.

  Note or print logged fault codes from all modules. Take note of and copy 
freeze frame from OBD-II (on-board diagnostics II).

  Clear codes and road test – what codes return? Again, check all modules.

  Examine live data from modules where codes are present or return after 
clearing.

  Compare live data with TaT Scan Data.  

   Vehicle software updates 
  Confirm if software update is required. Software updates are often required 

to eliminate issues that occur as vehicles get older.

  Perform reprogramming procedures and adaptations. It’s not always 
possible to perform these in-house but you need to be aware there could be 
a factory update for your particular problem.

   Determine whether symptom is due to ‘failing’ CAN-bus 
communication 

  Establish if there are any communication fault codes (U codes). If any U codes 
are present, further testing may be required to establish cause of U codes. 

  Obtain block diagram of controller area network (CAN) bus topology. 
This diagram will establish the sequence of engine control unit (ECU) 
communication to allow correct testing and diagnosis. 

   Consult individual diagnostic check list
  Locate correct specific diagnostic check sheet, within TaT, to continue 

diagnostics. 

  There are a number of symptom-specific check lists that allow a more 
detailed and precise diagnostic path.

 STEP 5:

   Keep customer informed of progress
  You must keep the customer informed throughout the process. 

  Contact with the customer is essential each time the committed budget is 
exhausted. 

  The customer must commit to further financial commitment to continue to 
the next step.

  Communicate via e-mail or SMS text to help maintain a record. 

FAULT TO SOLUTION PHASE



 STEP 6 & 7:

   Verify effectiveness of repairs. 
  Ensure you have completed two full drive cycles. 

  Connect your scan tool and fully scan all control modules in the vehicle. 
You need to insure all EOBD (European on-board diagnostics) readiness 
tests have run their cycle.  

  Print off final reports showing all modules, clear of fault codes where 
possible.

 STEP 8:

   Prepare invoice
  The invoice is the opportunity to sell what you have done to ensure the 

customer sees value in your work and expertise. 

  You MUST spell out everything you have done to inspect, diagnose and 
repair their vehicle.

  Highlight each stage as per the check lists. Spell out each test or 
procedure you have undertaken on the vehicle. 

  Keep diagnostic time and repair time separate. Remember, there is a 
book that says how long it takes to replace a component but there’s no 
book that says how long it takes to diagnose a fault or symptom.

  You must ensure you spell out the detail so your customer feels they are 
getting value for money.

   Inform customer of final outcome and costs
  Contact customer and inform them of final outcome and costs. 

  Explain in basic terms the process and outcomes of each test or 
diagnostic procedure. 

  Confirm breakdown of final and total costs. 

  Confirm pick-up time and payment method.

 STEP 9:

   Vehicle handover
  The vehicle handover is another opportunity to sell what you have done.

  Time to show and tell. Show wiring diagrams, oscilloscope patterns, 
old parts or anything that was needed for the correct diagnosis of their 
vehicle. 

  Highlight photos taken during the repair. These can add 
value to the job from the customer’s perspective.

  Don’t waste this opportunity to add 
value and customer perception 
to your skills and expertise.

  A customer who leaves with 
the understanding they got 
good value will not question 
your bill.


